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Program

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 26

2:30 P. M.

WHITE HOUSE

President Roosevelt will receive the Members of the Department of Superintendence and other Societies.

3:15 P. M.

University Hall, George Washington University,  
(Fifteenth and H Streets, N. W.)  

Psychic Effects of Anesthetics ............ ELMER E. JONES

The Fictorial Representation of Distance,  
ROBERT M. OGDEN

An Experimental Study of the Efficiency and the Development of Memory in Children. (By Title.)  
J. W. BAIRD

A Telepathic Experiment ............... HAYWOOD J. PRACE

Lt. Hallock
Hand in names for membership.
Meeting place tomorrow.

Universal Imperatives. J. F. Messenger
A Comparison of Spinoza's "Ethics" and Spencer's
"First Principles" Edward H. Griffin

Inspiration from the Point of View of Psychology.
George L. Raymond

The Teleological Judgment. Edward E. Richardson

Meeting at 9:30 A.M. on Thursday, February 27

University Hall, George Washington University

The Aesthetic Experience: Its Nature and Function
in Epistemology. W. D. Furry

ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT AND DISCUSSION

Subject: The Present Status of Logical Theory.
J. Mark Baldwin

Discussion: Albert Lefeore, C. Ladd Franklin, Edward A.
Pace, and others.

BUSINESS SESSION

[Handwritten notes at the bottom of the page]